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Think for yourself, act for others
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Dear Parents and Carers
House competition!
This term we have launched a House Competition- the online version- which is very much
designed to encourage students to engage in activities that are good for their well-being and
help enrich their learning experiences during the lockdown. Please do encourage your child
to complete at least one of the 5 challenges set, to encourage them away from their screens
to do something that is good for their mental health. Completion of each challenge comes with
10 House Points and completing all 5 will earn students 100 House Points. As with other
competitions, there will be winners for each category and we actively encourage family and
staff involvement!
The five challenges are:
1. Photography: Take a photo that represents hope and send it in. This could be any
photo that you think represents this theme. The only rule is you must seek permission
of any human subjects of your photo creation!
2. Cookery: Create and cook an edible masterpiece on the theme of lockdown life. Your
creation could be a cake, or a meal for your family. Take a photo and send it in.
3. Toilet roll challenge: Do something creative with a toilet roll. You can be as creative
as you like with this- the only rule being that you cannot be wasteful! Toilet roll is a
precious resource! You could create an Olympic game. Or you could create a
sculpture. Or something else equally as creative.
4. Learn something new: Create a video to demonstrate what you have learnt. This
could be the names of all of the tube stops on the underground Jubilee line, or it could
be a poem, or it could be a trick, or it could be a dance routine. The world is your
oyster…
5. Physical exercise: Create a personal trainer video that encourages your audience to
join you in some physical exercise of your choice. What that activity is, is up to you!
Can you get your family to complete it?
Entries must be submitted by Friday 19 February to:
CHS-HouseCompetition@cheney.oxon.sch.uk
We have already had at least 50 brilliant entries drop into the email inbox and we cannot wait
to see more of our students' inspirational work over the upcoming weeks.
Kind regards
Charlotte Broom, Assistant Headteacher, cbr@cheney.oxon.sch.uk
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